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Editor’s Desk

When the first anniversary of the APS massacre was observed on Dec. 16, it was 
the ISPR (Inter Services Public Relations) that came out with a song to pay tribute 
to the victims and to instill a new resolve in the nation as to how it would go about 
combating terrorism. The ISPR had released a song in the days immediately follow-
ing the incident as well. Though primarily an organization that comprises all the three 
components of the Pakistan Armed forces, the ISPR has all through been dominated 
by the Pakistan Army. In fact, its chiefs have been serving officers of the Pakistan 
Army, ranging all the way from the colonel rank in its earliest days (1949) to the pres-
ent Lt. Gen. Asim Bajwa.

It was commendable that when the APS incident of stark terrorism left a deep 
impact on the psyche of the whole nation, it was only the ISPR that responded in 
mitigating the mass grief in an organized manner and produced a song and video 
that capsuled the nation’s emotions. No other national institution or even TV channel, 
seemed to have the time or the energy to put together productions that would crys-
tallize the national sentiment in a befitting manner. PTV, the official TV channel, that 
normally takes it upon itself the task to create national cohesion and inspire an overall 
environment through songs, documentaries and drama productions, was found to be 
utterly lacking in initiative on this occasion. What really came across was the ISPR’s 
clout which was utilized in having the song broadcast on all TV channels for many 
days preceding and succeeding the anniversary. Obviously, the directorate cannot 
have been expected to pay for all the airings.

Perhaps the fact that the APS attack took place at a time in December 2014 when 
the military-driven Operation Zarb e Azb was in full swing, further accentuated its 
front-guard action with regard to the entire campaign and the ISPR duly played its 
role. However, this was not the only occasion that the PR wing of the Pakistan armed 
forces has been in the forefront. Since the ISPR is tasked primarily with the function 
of building bridges between the media and the armed forces and thus project the role 
that our forces play in defending the nation, it has continued to perform its duty with 
quite some alacrity.  For instance, the ISPR has done a great job in bringing to the 
fore the manner in which more and more Pakistani women are applying for the of-
ficer corps in the army, air force and navy – and serving the forces in a direct manner. 
Probably two decades back, it was unthinkable for young Pakistani women to join the 
armed forces but it is now not a novelty and girls are stepping forward to be trained 
as officers in all the three arms. While Pakistani women may not be performing basic 
combat roles in the army and navy side by side with the male fighting man, many of 
them have been trained as pilots and fly fighter jets in the air force.  

While the ISPR has attempted to project the soft, feminine face of the armed forc-
es, on balance, it has not fully succeeded in doing its job to the fullest. What prevents 
them from this is not quite clear. Is the role of women not to be displayed with as 
much zeal as that of men in a still male-dominated society? Certainly, the tales of 
valour of our brave female defenders can be told with much more enthusiasm and 
more often. Even the fact that more and more women are being inducted in the 
forces can be highlighted with more force and the human angle of their function as 
true fighters can be talked about. The print medium has also not been utilized to the 
full by the ISPR and much does not appear in the newspapers and magazines about 
female military officers. The story about PAF Flying Officer Marium Mukhtiar appeared 
in both the print and electronic media only because she died when her jet crashed 
near Mianwali while she was on a training mission with her male instructor. There is 
no information about how many women there are in the three forces and what kind 
of jobs they are doing. 

But even then, the ISPR is a useful link between the civilians and the military and 
deserves the nation’s gratitude for playing its role.
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Morning Marathon 
With reference to the articles 

about morning TV shows pub-
lished in Slogan last month, let 
me add an important point ig-
nored by the writers. I think these 
morning shows can become 
more informative and useful for 
the viewers if they are hosted by 
those having a rich literary and 
academic background, such as 
Rahat Kazmi, Zia Mohyeddin, 
Mustansar Hussain Tarar, Naeem 
Bukhari, Mehtab Akbar Rashdi, 
etc. Instead of picking someone 
based on one’s looks and abil-
ity to chatter on petty issues, TV 
channels should hire those who can enlighten, educate and en-
tertain viewers. 

Riffat Sultana,

Karachi. 

Rangers Hour

Pakistan Rangers Sindh 
has started its radio show 
‘Rangers Hour’ on FM 101. 
The purpose is to have di-
rect interaction with the 
residents of Karachi and to 
update them about the on-
going targeted operations 
being conducted against criminals. Through the live phone calls, 
citizens may also register their complaints and raise their con-
cerns related to law and order. Usually, we don’t see local police 
or paramilitary forces  going on air to communicate with citizens. 
However, the ‘Rangers Hour’ is a very good initiative and should 
be continued.

Wakeel Ahmed,

Karachi. 

Educated breed

Today it is necessary to use 
latest filmmaking tools and 
equipment and it requires a 
certain level of literacy and 
knowledge to be able to use 
new technologies. It is good 
to see that many young 
producers, filmmakers and 
directors with a high edu-
cational background are 
joining show business. On 
the acting side, many edu-
cated people have stepped 

into the industry, such as Aamina Sheikh, Jawad 
Ahmed, Sanam Jung, Fawad Khan, Imran Abbas, Vaneeza 
Ahmed, Hamza Ali Abbasi, Sami Khan and many others. I hope 
the young lot will play a leading role in promoting the industry. 

Syed Tahir Ali,

Islamabad. 

Objectionable 
content

Recently I watched some epi-
sodes of a comedy drama serial 
‘Mr. Shamim’ on Hum TV. Fea-
turing children as characters, 
the play is meant for younger 
audiences. However, I have 
many reservations on its con-
tent, as its young characters 
use such words as beghairat, 
line maarna, etc., that we don’t 
want our children to use. The 
main story needlessly touches 
those subjects which we don’t want to discuss with our 
kids, let alone showing it with complete details. In the name of 
comedy, the serial is promoting an irresponsible and ‘who cares’ 
attitude among children, which is very disappointing. 

Shahzad Anwar,

Sargodha. 

Thanks, Thakur!
Recently I read in a newspaper that Iftikhar Thakur, a stage 

artiste and comedian, donated 2.5 lakh rupees to a children’s mo-
bile hospital in Punjab. 
He hails from a poor 
family background 
and worked as a mo-
tor mechanic earlier in 
Mian Channu located 
in the Khanewal Teh-
sil in Punjab. Through 
this letter, I want to 
express my sincere 
thanks to Thakur for 
making his contribu-
tion to a welfare cause. Being 
a resident of Mian Channu, I have always felt proud of Iftikhar 
Thakur for making a name in acting. Now, his active role as a 
social worker makes me even more proud. 

Chaudhry Tahir Sarwar,

Mian Channu. 

Deceptive advertising
The primary purpose of advertising is to create buying stimulus 

for a particular product or service. However, some ads are totally 
misleading. Today, while money 
is not directly sold as an ex-
clusive product, many 
ads suggest that we 
can generate or multiply 
our income levels mani-
fold. From mobile services 
ads to those featuring banking 
products and services, there is a 
considerable ratio of ‘money-oriented 
advertising’ that leads us to spend more 
money to have more of it in return. In my opin-
ion, this is a kind of legalized gambling and should 
not be promoted. 

Novaira Sohail,

Hyderabad. 

Letters
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By Farah Iqbal

Internet usage has become a vital part 
of our daily lives, whether it is related to 

business or work, education or informa-
tion or simply to entertainment, it has revo-
lutionized the way we communicate. The 
rise of the internet has also led to the rise 
of e-commerce as more and more people 
exchange goods and services all over the 
world via the.  

The progress of e-commerce has not 
only been fueled by Business-to-Consumer 
(B2C) marketing but Business-to-Business 
(B2B) marketing has also led to the rapid 
growth of e-commerce. It is worth noting 
that many startups are increasingly becom-
ing more involved with and are centered on 

e-commerce.  This has led to various tradi-
tional retailers setting up commerce web-
sites so as to develop market share.  

E-commerce is gaining momentum in 
Pakistan, as more and more consumers are 
turning towards their computers, laptops 
and tablets to shop online. Considering the 
fact that computer penetration is still low in 
Pakistan, how is e-commerce gaining such 
popularity? 

Whenever a particular market is late in 
adopting or integrating certain technolo-
gies, it ends up jumping the gap, eventu-
ally catching up to international trends of 
technology. For example, in Pakistan, the 
presence of 3G and 4G internet has re-
sulted in an increasing number of people 
using smartphones instead of laptops. This 

has developed a need for businesses to de-
velop websites that can be easily viewed on 
a person’s mobile phone screen, says Sal-
man Hasan, CEO, TCS E-Com.

In other words, the e-commerce fever is 
catching on fast with consumers in Pakistan 
due to the advent of cheaper cell phones.

According to the Pakistan Telecommuni-
cation Authority (PTA) data, currently seven 
out of every ten Pakistanis use a mobile 
phone. Telephone usage in Pakistan was 
8.3 percent in 2005; by January 2015, it 
had shot up to 73.3 percent. Today with the 
courtesy of mobile phone usage, the sub-
scriber base is 134.4 million. 

The speed with which Pakistanis have 
adapted to mobile phones reflects their ca-
pacity to accept technological advancement 

Now shop till you drop – at home.

Main Story

Click and Buy
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with ease. Another factor that has led to the 
popularity of mobile phones is the policy 
framework of consecutive governments that 
promoted the availability of affordable mo-
bile phones for common people and helped 
in bringing down the cost of connectivity by 
ensuring open competition. Also the award 
of 3G and 4G licences to service providers 
for the advancement of internet accessibil-
ity has opened new doors and venues to 
consumers and businesses alike.

The growth in the number of 3G and 4G 
users has been faster, with the addition of 
4.5 million new subscribers and their num-
ber going up from 13.5 million in June 2015 

to 18 million in September. The data 
further reflects that there was a mas-
sive usage of mobile phones by Paki-
stanis for social connectivity, accessing 
information and e-commerce.

The question remains that is a Paki-
stani consumer at large ready for e-
commerce?

According to Salman Hasan, there has 
already been a revolutionary change in 
the ways Pakistanis are satisfying their 
needs for various products as well as how 
they are being provided. The existence 
of EasyPaisa and smart phones with the 

technology to play movies and TV plays is 
a testament to that change. In addition, the 
average Pakistani has become quite smart. 
He is well aware of the variety of packages 
and offers that will allow him to fully enjoy 
the benefits of services rendered. People 
put a lot of emphasis on convenience so 
they will be willing to accept any new tech-
nology or service that promises to satisfy 
that need.

A case in point is the recent Black Friday 
sale put up by Daraz.pk, a local online shop-
ping portal. Their scale of online sales was 
astounding. Around 1.5 million cutomers 
visited the Daraz.com website and a large 
number of iPhone 6S handsets available at 

a 26% discount were sold immediately. The 
total number of sales made on Black Fri-
day comprised 66.7% from Karachi, 40.3% 
from Lahore, 17.5% from Islamabad and 
8.9% from other cities across the country.

So does e-commerce have a future in 
Pakistan? Salman Hasan says that e-com-
merce in Pakistan is going to be a few hun-
dred times bigger than what it is right now 
as it is developing at a geometric rate. 

It also depends on how seriously busi-
nesses treat the process of online retail; if 
a customer has a bad experience with a 
particular product and the business is not 
quick enough to rectify it, its reputation will 
suffer greatly as the customer, via social 
media and word of mouth, will make sure to 
have his disapproval known.

An estimated 70 percent of e-commerce 
websites accessed in Pakistan are via 
smartphones. Due to the huge reduction 
in the prices of smartphones, a massive 60 
million low-cost smartphones are expected 
to flood the telecommunication market by 
2017. 

But most of all, it is the ever growing 
youth segment of over 100 million between 
the ages of 14 and 34, which would be the 
main factor behind the potential boom of e-
commerce in Pakistan.  

Main Story



By Mahrukh Farooq

Times have indeed changed. Long gone 
are the days when the only way to 

keep up with the latest trends in fashion 
and other elements of the contemporary 
era, was to physically go out and visit vari-
ous stores and outlets. Now, if someone 
wants the latest outfit from Sana Safinaz or 
the hot new addition to Samsung’s ever-
increasing line of gadgets, all he/she has 
to do is view the collection online and click 
a button to confirm the purchase and take 
delivery of the order, all from the comfort 
of their home.

With such convenience, it is no wonder 
then how, over just the past few decades, 
e-commerce has flourished into a multi-bil-
lion dollar industry. According to news re-
ports, Flipkart, India’s largest e-commerce 
website, has managed to raise a record 
US$ 1 billion in investment whereas China’s 
e-commerce giant, Alibaba, has a market 
capitalization that is estimated to be over 
US$250 billion. Even Pakistan, though still 

considered a novice in the field, has man-
aged to record an exponential rise in the 
sales conducted online. With total online 
purchases currently standing at US$30 
million, it is expected that the size of the 
e-commerce market in Pakistan will grow 
to a value of US$600 million by 2017.

Much of this growth can be attributed to 
an increase in internet penetration all over 
the world as well as in Pakistan, particu-
larly with the advent of 3G and 4G internet 
services in the country, which has helped 
improve internet accessibility. Accord-
ing to a study conducted by the Pakistan 
Telecommunication Authority (PTA), nearly 
28% of the country’s population is esti-
mated to get internet access in the next 
five years.

But considering its rather short run of 
successes so far, one cannot help but 
ask whether e-commerce is just a pass-
ing fad or whether it has what it takes to 
eventually become a booming industry in 
the future? This of course largely depends 
on the advantages it provides to not only 

customers but businesses engaged in the 
practice. Apart from the obvious benefits 
of convenience and accessibility, there are 
many other gains both parties can hope 
to achieve with e-commerce, yet in order 
to fully assess its viability, one will have to 
take a closer look at its possible cons as 
well.

Pros - For Customers
1. Flexibility: Customers are given the free-

dom to shop for whatever they want, 
whenever they want from wherever they 
please. Being connected at all times 
allows them to be in the know of new 
products which they can purchase at 
their own convenience.

2. Variety: People can now shop for items 
or brands that may not necessarily be 
located in their own town or city. 

3. Less Hassle: With no queues to stand 
in, no rowdy crowds to deal with and no 
screaming children to yell at, customers 
can easily purchase their desired items 
in the most comfortable way possible.

4. Discounts and Offers: With an increasing 
number of companies shifting their busi-
nesses online, customers are now being 
treated to a greater number of discounts 
and special offers on the items of their 
choice.
Pros – For Businesses

1.Minimal Costs: By shifting to online retail, 
many businesses can spare themselves 
the hassle of renting or buying shop 
premises and dealing with expenses 
for rent, electricity, gas, etc. In addition, 
the number of people usually needed to 
man a store is greatly reduced to per-

E-Commerce: 
Boon or Bane?
Online retail has already turned into a booming 
business in Pakistan and around the world, but is it 
really all it’s said to be?

Main Story
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haps one or two individuals to maintain 
a website.

2.Greater Reach: With a range of products 
available on the website, a company can 
ensure access to millions of customers 
around the world. 

3.Leverage Online Tools: Thanks to certain 
online tools, a business can keep track 
of a buyer’s browsing habits and pur-
chase preferences and suggest similar 
products available on their website for 
purchase.

4. Develop Competitive Edge: Being online 
not only gives companies the opportu-
nity to gain instant access to their cus-
tomers but also to predict and respond 
to their competitor’s strategies.
Cons – For Customers

1. Availability for Delivery: A number of e-
commerce businesses, in order to en-
sure the package is delivered to the right 
person, require the customer himself to 
receive it. This means that the customer 
cannot afford to move or change ad-
dress until the package has arrived. 

2. Inability to Check Quality of Items: Cus-
tomer buying items online run the risk 
of buying substandard products as they 
can’t physically touch and experience 
the product first-hand. Some e-com-
merce websites, however, are beginning 
to offer customers the option of return-
ing the product within the first seven 
days completely free of charge. 

3. Security Concerns: Many customers are 
also hesitant when it comes to purchas-
ing products with their credit or debit 
cards online for fear of identity theft. 
This is why in Pakistan, nearly 90% of all 
e-commerce websites operate on Cash 
on Delivery basis.

4. No Activity: In Pakistan, shopping is 
seen as more of an activity or pastime, 
unlike that in the western world, where it 
is considered an errand or chore. Online 
retail tends to take away the charm of 
window shopping and just having a 
good time with family. 

Cons – For Businesses
1. Cost of Setting Up Website: Costs 

that are spared for buying shop 
premises and paying surcharges 
such as rent, electricity bills, etc. are 
made up with the cost of setting up 
a website. Some companies have it 
done in-house whereas others hire 
a third party software developer or 
web designer to do it for them. 

2. Technical Faults: Since so much 
goes into a website in order to 
ensure that it is easy to navigate 
through and ensures customer 
access to products, it makes it all 
the more vulnerable to impromptu 
hangups and crashes. This becomes 
more stressful during times when a large 
number of customers visit the site or 
when customers are unable to view the 

site on their smart phones or tablets.
3. Lack of Personal Touch: Companies end 

up losing out on establishing a personal 
relationship with their customers that 
would otherwise be possible at their re-
tail outlets. As a result, a mistake in an 
order becomes a much bigger offence. 
Many companies are trying to accom-
modate this by offering incentives, after 
sales service, discounts and special of-
fers. 

Main Story
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By Samina Wahid

Touted as probably one of the best things 
to happen to the Pakistani retail sector in 

a long time, e-commerce has grown at light-
ning speed, bringing with it many new or-
ganizations, businesses and customers. E-
commerce is booming in the region. India’s 
top e-commerce website Flipkart is reported 
to have raised a record $1 billion in invest-
ment while China’s Alibaba is estimated to 
have a net worth of $250 billion. 

It was only a matter of time before e-com-
merce picked up in Pakistan. With a bur-
geoning e-commerce sector finally in place, 
experts predict the size of this market is likely 
to go up from $30 million (spent on online 
purchases) to $600 million by 2017. Tech-
nology entrepreneurship is at a tipping point. 
The availability of cheap smart phone devices 
(within $50), 3G and 4G rollouts along with 
the massive amount of marketing and media 
spend by various companies with an online 
presence, have all been instrumental in gar-
nering attention for e-commerce. Seasoned 
businessmen as well as entrepreneurs have 

come to the realization that the internet has 
a huge equalizing power because of which 
they can tap into the local as well as global 
markets through online channels. 

E-commerce websites today offer a di-
verse range of product lines – from clothes to 
appliances to fashion and beauty items 
and from home furnishings to sports 
and fitness equipment, the choices 
are endless. With online ventures such 
as Daraz, Kaymu and HomeShop-
ping rapidly springing up and existing 
businesses recording unprecedented 
growth rates, e-commerce still has a 
long way to go in order to realize its 
true potential in the country. However, 
given the way things are progressing, 
the future of e-commerce looks prom-
ising considering that internet penetration in 
the country is on the rise. While Pakistan’s 
internet-enabled population is 30 million to-
day, the figure is expected to go up to 56 
million by 2019. 

Pakistan’s much awaited entry into 3G 
and 4G spheres has increased accessibility 
and has propelled the growth of online pur-

chases. In fact, a recent report released by 
the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority 
(PTA) shows that the total number of 3G mo-
bile subscriptions has gone up to 10.3 million 
in 2015 while the number of 4G subscribers 
is above 68,000 now. 

It is also encouraging to note that the next 
five years will see 28 per cent of the country’s 
population get internet access. Social media 
sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 
and Snapchat are responsible for rapidly 
transforming and shaping opinions. As a 
result, marketing trends have undergone an 
evolution of sorts over the last few years. 

Main Story

The Future of 
On-line Buying
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However, e-commerce has not just trans-
formed retail trends; it has also had a signifi-
cant impact on other buying/selling services. 
For instance, more than one million job hunts 
have been facilitated by websites such as 
rozee.pk and Linkedin while zameen.com 
and lamudi.pk have been instrumental in 
land, property and rental transactions. As 
a result, new modes of payment for these 
transactions have made their way into the 
Pakistani market. 

Some of the most popular methods for 
payment include cash on delivery (CoD) that 
accounts for more than 95 per cent of online 
purchases, branchless banking - MobiCash, 
Easy Paisa and Timepey - and Inter Bank 
Fund Transfer (IBFT). 

The website pakwheels.com has made it 
easier for people to buy and sell used cars or 
even to get new cars.

Facilitating offline payments for online pur-
chases has been particularly useful, resulting 
in the tripling of transactions since it is much 
more convenient to transfer money in a se-
cure environment. Online merchants have far 
greater access to merchant accounts that 

enable them to collect payments electroni-
cally via the 12 million debit cards in circu-
lation in Pakistan. Moreover, with more and 
more banks now offering consumers internet 
banking payment facilities, a vast volume 
of payments are made through IBFT which 
enables consumers to electronically trans-
fer funds directly from their online bank ac-
counts to online stores.

Furthermore, delivery services such as TCS 
and Leopard have enabled offline payments 
by providing CoD services in more than 150 
cities across the country. The fact that 35 per 
cent of the total 70,000 CoD parcels are de-
livered to cities other than Karachi, Lahore 
and Islamabad, depicts the potential of the 
vast untapped segment of the population 
outside these urban centres that is increas-
ingly transitioning to online shopping due to 
the lack of shopping options available for ru-
ral people. This has also encouraged many 
specialised online grocery stores to pop up 
and tap into the need for specialized online 
stores, such as AaramShop, PakistanGro-
cery and Doorstep.pk.

These trends provide ample growth op-

portunities for emerging online businesses, 
as well as potential exploration and growth 
avenues for courier services by association.

The future of ecommerce trends lies in the 
ability of online businesses to gain their foot-
hold and establish trust in online shopping 
and e-commerce initiatives.

There is a long way to go, however. With 
just three per cent of the Pakistani popula-
tion going for online shopping, several initia-
tives are starting with online businesses in 
Pakistan to reach out to the potential mar-
ket, build up credibility and garner consumer 
trust. This is especially true for risk-averse 
shoppers.

These businesses have emerged in spite 
of the mistrust in e-commerce, security 
concerns, limited access to technology and 
infrastructure as well as lack of logistics sup-
port. This goes to show that the market and 
timing is ripe for e-commerce in Pakistan – ir-
respective of a few hiccups – and the indus-
try is all geared up to grow massively, with a 
colossal scope for innovation and improve-
ments as well as exponential long-term de-
velopment. 

Main Story
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Models Tooba Siddiqui, 
Nadia Hussain, Sunita 

Marshall, Rubya Chaudhry and 
TV personality Asimyar Tiwana 
have previously tapped into their 
most livid selves to match the 
intensity of TV anchor Ayesha 
Sana’s unfortunate outburst.

Ayesha Sana lost her mind 
when the lighting on her set 
didn’t match her expectations. 

“Bright karein (make the lights 
brighter)!” she insisted vehe-
mently, because... “Main kaali 
nahin lagoon gi (I refuse to ap-
pear dark)!”

“Mein kisi se darti nahin hoon.” ( I am not afraid of anyone), she continued. 

Pakistani TV channels seem to have run out of TV drama serials 
to buy from Turkey and dub into Urdu for release in Pakistan. 

So now they have turned to another innovation. This is called 
‘Sunrise From Istanbul’ – a morning talk show hosted by Pakistani 
TV actress Maria Wasti. The show is broadcast on a new channel 
-  See TV – and is recorded on a boat that floats in the Bosporus in 
Istanbul. The show combines food, guests and music.

The show can be seen on See TV later in the evenings as well. 
Besides Maria Wasti (host), it has Caren Ozkaratas (singer) and 
Meryem Merve Guner (chef). Some showbiz people who have ap-
peared on the show include Anoushey Ashraf, Humayun Saeed, 
Hamza Ali Abbasi, Nouman Ejaz, Fahad Mustafa, Sanam Saeed, 
Fahad Qureshi, Mohib Mirza, Amna Ilyas, etc.

The show is a Pakistan-Turkey joint venture. 

The film Ho Mann Jahaan is almost ready to unravel Asim Raza’s personal journey along 
with three aspiring musicians. The renowned maker of commercials says his personal 

struggles and ambitions have translated to the movie’s canvas in one way or another.
Asim’s passion to make a feature film had burned in him for some time. 
There is a new wave in Pakistani cinema and it is also attracting directors from the ad-

vertising world - people lik Asadul Haq, who  has been criticized for over-reliance on visuals 
rather than a strong story. Despite being a firm believer in the age-old proverb, ‘Content is 
king’, Asim feels people have put all TVC directors in the same basket.

He is quite aware that a major section of his audience comprises youth, so he has pro-
vided enough ‘excitement’ and ‘imagery’ in the film to strike a chord with youth. 

Prior to committing to Ho Mann Jahaan, Asim spent some time directing a telefilm titled 
Behadd. The experience helped smoothen his transition to feature filmaking, ensuring he 
wasn’t taking a “drastic leap.” 

Ayesha Sana’s Outburst

Sunrise From Istanbul

Ho Mann Jehan Ready

Reham Khan, PTI Chairman’s former 
wife, is back with a vengeance and 

vows to bring ‘Tabdeeli’. This she plans to 
do with her new show “Tabdeeli Reham 
Khan Kay Saath” on Neo TV that aims to 
bring ‘change’ as she says in the promo 
of her show, “Jo jeeni thi woh jee li hai, 
Ab mission mera tabdeeli hai!”. And what 
might that ‘mission’ be is any one’s guess.

Legta hai at last ‘Tabdeeli’ aahe gayi. Any 
comments kaptaan sahib? 

Reham Khan too 
wants tabdeeli
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Nescafé Basement Kicks Off!
NESCAFÉ Basement is set to launch 

the 4th season with handpicked music 
talent from all across Pakistan. With three 
successful seasons behind them and nu-
merous fans worldwide, the expectations 
from the fourth season of NESCAFÉ Base-
ment are high. 
The artistes will be mentored by Xulfi who 
has been an integral part of the show since 
the beginning. Speaking about the 4th sea-

son, Xulfi said, “I have been looking for-
ward to the jams phase since the auditions 
started as we have recruited some very 
unique talent this year. I am excited to start 
jamming with the talent and look forward to 
creating some outstanding tunes.”

Some popular artistes are also expected 
to come to the jam room to show support, 
give advice and help the talent discover 
their strengths. 

Humayun Saeed was recently awarded as ‘Best Actor 
2015’ at the Pakistan Achievement Awards UK & Eu-

rope, held in London. The awards are organized annually to 
give recognition to noteworthy Pakistanis and to celebrate 
their accomplishments for highlighting the country in a posi-
tive light globally. 

Speaking about the prestigious award, Humayun said’ “I 
feel very humbled and thankful. It is always an honour to 
be recognized at such international platforms and to inter-
act with South Asians who are based abroad as they have 
helped put Pakistan’s entertainment industry on the global 
map. There is such amazing talent in Pakistan, and I am 
pleased to have represented it at this great platform.” 

The daraz.pk Black Friday was the best 
thing that has ever happened to Paki-

stan’s ecommerce.
Despite all the hiccups, down times, web-

site sluggishness, out of stock products 
and other related issues, Daraz successfully 
planted a seed that will help grow Pakistan’s 
ecommerce industry to the next level.

There were a record-breaking 1.5 million 
visits on the daraz.com website and 55 times 
more orders than on a regular shopping day. 
Shoppers enjoyed a total of Rs 132 million 
worth of discounts.

Daraz sold a large number of iPhone 6S 
handsets, which were available at 26% dis-
count (Rs 18,000 off), within the first few 
minutes. The number of men’s shoes sold 
on the day were equivalent to the sales made 
in three months. Daraz.pk sold more fridges, 
washing machines and gaming consoles on 
Black Friday than ever before.

66.7% of the orders were from Karachi, La-
hore, Islamabad – 40.3%, 17.5% and 8.9%, 
respectively, and the rest were all from other 
cities. One third of the payments made on 
Black Friday were debit/credit card payments 
through EasyPay. 

Humayun Saeed 
‘Best Actor’

Daraz.pk Black Friday

National News

Jahan Say 
Hum Guzray 

launched
The book ‘Jahan 

Say Hum Guz-
ray - Mashriqi Paki-
stan Se Bangladesh 
Tak’ was launched 
at the Karachi Press 
Club. It has been 
written by the late 
S.G.M. Badruddin, 
who worked at Morn-
ing News and Dawn. 
The book comprises 
Badruddin’s memoirs about the separa-
tion of East Pakistan. Dawn’s Mohammad 
Ali Siddiqui presided over the launching.  

Fawad in Goa 
Actor Fawad Khan was in Goa with his 

wife Sadaf discussing entrepreneur-
ship management at an event. He bonded 
there with Madhuri Dixit and her husband 
Dr Sriram Nene, actor Rana Daggubati 
and Shilpa Shetty and her husband Raj 
Kundra.  
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Fading Heritage

Actress Mahira Khan has been 
on-boarded by Pepe Jeans, a 

London-based brand for their Win-
ter 2015-16 campaign for Pakistan. 

Themed ‘MK loves Pepe,’ the 
campaign features six different 
looks. Mahira comes across looking 
hot and sultry in different Pepe jeans 
styles. 

Luscious Cosmetics recently 
announced its launch 

online at Sephora, the 
French beauty retailer. 
This is the first Pakistani 
beauty brand to go glob-
al. Originally founded in 
Pakistan by local entrepre-
neur Mehrbano Sethi, 
Luscious currently of-
fers a complete beau-
ty portfolio with an ex-
tensive range including 
brushes, blushes, 
glosses, lipsticks, nail 
polishes, foundations, 
sunscreens, eye shadows, 
eyeliners, lip liners,  conceal-
ers, make up planners et al. 

Says Mehrbano Sethi, “Being retailed on-
line at Luxola and Sephora is a validation of 
our brand, its philosophy and its undeniable 
quality and popularity. My team and I are 
extremely proud for our brand, conceived 
and born in Pakistan, to be creating such a 
major global beauty footprint.” 

Olper’s Cream has launched an online 
baking show. “Born to Bake” is the 

first show of its kind in Pakistan! It is based 
on a digital baking competition, where bak-
ing lovers are invited. The panel of expert 
judges comprises Raja Abdullah of Rama-
da Plaza, Naila Naqvi of Pie in the Sky and 
Chatterbox and Saman Ayub of Cakes n 
Creams. Winners will get a chance to learn 
professional baking in France. 

Karachi, a sprawling metropolis and a major city 
boasts a mixture of old and new architecture. 

From amazing colonial structures to conventional 
houses and modern high-rises, all are juxtaposed 
throughout the city.

S. M. Shahid has captured the diversity and richness 
of Karachi through his lens and put together a collec-
tion of sentimental mementos in his book “Vanishing 
Karachi.” The book is a photographic account of the 
fading architectural heritage of the city that transports 
you to the Karachi of pre-1947. It is a reminder to all 
Karachities that if the city’s heritage is not preserved, it will vanish forever. 

Pakistani 
Beauty Brand 

Olper’s Baking Show

Mahira Endorses
Pepe Jeans
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In order to promote “The City of Istanbul”, Turkish 
Airlines has collaborated with Rob Whitworth, Brit-

ish director and filmmaker, to put together a  power-
ful video portraying the city.

The City of Istanbul will bring together the unique 
historical texture and unifying elements of Istanbul 
with the latest shooting techniques that would in-

trigue and attract the attention of people from all around the world and tempt them to visit 
Istanbul.

ExD, SAP and SAC

Sabeen Mahmud
on 100 List 

3Bahadur 
Returns

Excellence Delivered (ExD) has signed a contract with Shakoor & Company (SAC) to 
implement the SAP A-1 business application.   SAC is a large transport company 

engaged in Transportation, Warehousing and Terminal Handling. SAP is the world leader 
in enterprise business applications and ExD is one of the principal partners of SAP in 
Pakistan and MENA region. 

Sabeen Mahmud, the late human rights activist and owner 
of T2F has been featured in Foreign Policy Magazine’s 100 

Leading Global Thinkers List 2015. The only Pakistani who made 
it to the list, Sabeen is honoured in the Advocates section for ‘Cre-

ating A Safe Space In An Illiberal Society’. 

Waadi Anima-
tions has 

announced 
a sequel to 
3Bahadur. 
The original 
film grossed 
more than 6.5 
crores at the 
box office and 
was the highest-
grossing animated 
feature.

The voice artistes in the sequel are Zuhab 
Khan, Hanzala Shahid, Bahroze Sabzwari, 
Bassam Shazli and Hammad Siddiq. 

3 Bahadur is an epic journey of friend-
ship, teamwork and courage of 3 friends 
Saadi, Kamil and Amna,  who inspire brav-
ery and fearlessness in every child. 3Baha-
dur Part 2 is scheduled to release in De-
cember 2016.

The 10th Toyota Dream Car Art Contest is on. The global competition offers 
kids a platform to develop interest in cars through their creativity and imagi-

nation by drawing the “car of their dreams.”
Indus Motor Company (IMC) has been organizing the Dream Car Art Con-

test in Pakistan since 2011 as part of the global Toyota initiative. Toyota 
Pakistan is a regular participant. This year Indus Motor Company places 
special focus on under-privileged and special children. 

Khayaal 
Fest

The Khayaal Creative Net-
work, in collaboration with 

the Alhamra Arts Council, held the 
Khayaal Festival 2015 in Lahore. The 
core theme of the  fest was Pushing the 
Boundaries, a theme reflected in all ses-
sions and performances. 

The two day affair aimed to promote dialogue 
through a series of talks, performances and 

documentaries ranging from politics, culture, 
economy, art, dance, music, literature, 

empowerment, identity and so-
ciopolitical issues.   

10th Dream Car Contest

Turkish Air Promotes 
Istanbul
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The 71-year-old Michael Douglas has a 15-year-old son Dylan and a 12-year-old daugh-
ter Carys Zeta with his current wife Catherine Zeta-Jones. He has revealed his kids are 

eager to follow in his footsteps, though he has sounded a note of caution.
“That’s the one part I always warn everybody starting out in the business. You have to 

be able to take a hit and keep on going no matter what. It’s hard, but you have to deal with 
it because it’s going to happen. I experienced lots of rejection in my career and it’s never 
easy. You have to keep on going and someone will say yes.”

Michael said his career success and longevity were built on focusing on work. 

Ketchum Loses 
Agency

Zocalo Group, the digi-
tal agency will be 

leaving parent com-
pany Ketchum. The 
Chicago-based shop 
will move into Critical 
Mass’ Chicago office in a 
neighbouring building, and 
eventually expand globally.

The move is in line with Critical Mass’ 
capability expansion strategy. Omnicom 
last year increased its digital stake in Criti-
cal Mass, a more than 700-person agency 
that specializes in digital design and mar-
keting.

Both Critical Mass and Zocalo have 
worked together on a number of Omni-
com accounts, including Nissan. 

LB Wins
General Mills
Leo Burnett has bagged the communi-

cation function for the product portfolio 
of General Mills following a multi-agency 
pitch. The agency had previously worked 
on the launch of Pillsbury for the company 
in India.  

Douglas Kids to Follow 
Mom, Dad

Adele Outsells 
Adele is proving yet again that there is no end to 

her record-breaking talents.
The Hello singer is still reigning triumphant at the 

top of the UK charts as her new album enjoys yet 
bumper sales.

According to the Official Charts Company her al-
bum 25, has outsold the rest of the top ten com-
bined.

White Friday in ME
While e-com retail companies cel-

ebrated the “Black Friday” sale in 
Pakistan, the UAE’s Souk.com held a 
“White Friday” in the UAE, KSA, Kuwait 
and Egypt. Last year, Souq.com had 
brought Black Friday to the Middle East 
for the first time, naming it White Friday. 

With more and more people shopping 
online, e-commerce sales were poised to 
hit record numbers in 2015, growing 11 
percent over 2014 to reach USD83 billion 
globally. According to Adobe’s 2015 holi-
day sales review, Black Friday brought in 

USD2.72 billion in e-commerce sales, up 
14% higher from 2014. 
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Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook, has defended the unusual company structure chosen for the eye-catching philanthropic venture 
launched to celebrate the birth of his daughter. Zuckerberg will give away 99% of his stake in Facebook, worth $45bn (£30bn), to fund 

the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative.
Rather than set up a simple charity, Zuckerberg formed a limited liability company (LLC) to administer the money. An LLC brings certain tax 

exemptions but also allows investment for profit.
Critics have said the structure of the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative could provide a way for the Facebook founder to avoid paying tax on the 

sale of his shares. They have also questioned why he did not set up a not-for-profit charity instead. An LLC allows Zuckerberg to keep hold 
of the voting and allocation of the shares he puts into it.  

New Academy
The Middle East Public 

Relations Associa-
tion (MEPRA) has set 
up a communications 
academy to support 
regional communica-
tions and public re-
lations in the region. 
The training courses 
offered to communica-
tions professionals will be 
conducted by regional and global 
experts under the supervision of MEPRA’s 
board. 

Zuckerberg Initiative 

International News

Samsung, Leo Burnett 
Initiate Startups

Daimler AG repositions

Samsung and Leo Burnett are in the pro-
cess of short listing startups for its GO-

LIVE! Vietnam Venture Cup competition, a 
promotional vehicle for Samsung’s Note 5. 
Conceived by Leo Burnett Vietnam’s digital 
team, the purpose of the initiative is to help 
promote businesses and future startups. 

The competition is divided into four phas-
es, starting with recruitment followed by 
submission of entries and the announce-
ment of top 40 finalists. The winning team 

will be chosen by the Venture Cup jury and 
will be given the chance to launch its own 
company with US$15,000 startup funding 
provided by IDG Ventures together with a 
special “success with attitude” award pre-
sented by Samsung Note 5. 

Mercedes-Benz parent company Daimler 
AG has retained Omnicom Media Group in 

some of its international markets after reorganiz-
ing its regional media operations. The company 
has moved its Canadian media operation out of 
North America and repositioned it in a new re-
gion that now includes Australia, New Zealand 
and South Africa.  
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Ward with Jaguar
Australian fashion celebrity Gemma Ward became the youngest model to appear on the 

cover of the American edition of Vogue. She later appeared on the covers of both Teen 
Vogue and Time. Back then, during her prime from 2003 until 2008, she was trumpeted for 
her ‘alien-like’ and baby-doll, wide-eyed features and was the one model every international 
designer wanted on their runways.

Now she is collaborating with the prestigious British carmaker Jaguar and will be cruising 
around in the new Jaguar XE, which the company has touted as the most advanced, ef-
ficient and refined sports sedan that it has ever produced. 

Disney on Star Wars
Ride

Discovery 
Fights 
Extinction

SMRT Commercial has partnered with 
Disney and Lucas Film to launch the 

“Star Wars: Episode VII: The Force Awak-
ens” campaign.

The campaign is set to bring the epic fran-
chise into the SMRT retail and transport net-
works by transforming the train cars into a 
Star Wars Zone. 

Nissan  

Nissan is reviewing 
its multi-million 

dollar media planning 
and account buying in 
the Middle East follow-
ing a six-year partner-
ship with Mindshare. 
The winning agency 
will be on-boarded 
from the next financial year, i.e. April 1. Mind-
share has been handling the media planning 
and buying account of Nissan’s passenger 

and sports cars and the luxury Infiniti brand 
since 2009. OMD has Nissan’s media ac-
count globally. The creative account, which 
is held by TBWA\Raad, will not be affected 
by the review. 

Unilever 
Unilever has finally 

wrapped up a global me-
dia agency review that 
began early 2015, result-
ing in a few international 
changes to its current 
list of agencies, including 
WPP’s Mindshare and 
Omnicom’s PHD.

P&G
Publicis Groupe re-

cently announced a 
major reorganization 
within the holding company that would cre-
ate four new groups under the new lead-
ership roles i.e.  Publicis Communications, 
overseen by Arthur Sadoun; Publicis Media, 
led by Steve King; Publicis Sapient under 
Alan Herrick; and Publicis Healthcare, led 
by Nick Colucci. The reorganization is basi-
cally to move away from agency networks, 
such as Publicis Worldwide or Starcom Me-
diaVest Group, in order to provide more in-
tegrated services to clients. 

The Discovery Channel is starting a global 
social activation initiative focused on 

species conservation tied to its global pre-
miere of Racing Extinction.

The campaign will launch with new con-
tent, a dedicated digital platform and an 
education curriculum and will encourage 
consumers to pledge their commitment to 
do “1Thing” to save the planet. The mission 
of the campaign is long-term reduction of 
both carbon emissions and consumer de-
mand for endangered species. 

Reviews:
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Thrills at Dubai Motor Show
The 13th Dubai International Motor Show showcased high-tech engineering marvels 

from around the world. To the thrill and excitement of car enthusiasts, the show dis-
played vintage cars, along with mega  brands, including the Nissan Maxima and Nissan 
Patrol, Jaguar Land Rover and Jaguar Bloodhound SSC, Hyundai Elantra and Creta and 
the Toyota 2016 Land Cruiser. 

Dentsu Aegis, 
ASPAC Together
Dentsu Aegis Network 

has formalized its 
relationship with ASPAC 
Creative Communications 
Inc. (“AS-
PAC”) in the 
Philippines.  
The two 
agencies 
will become 
a part of 
Dentsu’s 
global 
agency net-
work but will 
continue to operate separately and retain 
their brand identity. 

New Coke can designs
Coca-Cola Light recently launched its second series of customized Coke 

Light cans across the UAE, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, designed by four 
local artists. The series was launched with the theme of #LoveLife.

The four can designs symbolize the various concepts of the artists. One 
can has the image of a shoe, which represents footsteps to transform. The 
bottles within a bottle design demonstrates the ability to control feelings from 
within, the positive diversity and ethnicities captured by photography and 
the last one is about achieving ambitions, depicted by an image of Mount 
Everest. 

Qatar Airways Gets on Board 
CNN’s New Travel Series

International News

Qatar Airways is extending its commer-
cial relationship with CNN International 

by embarking on an exclusive international 
sponsorship campaign of the network’s new 
monthly travel series, “In 24 Hours”.

The new integrated multi-media spans 
across TVCs, digital and programme spon-
sorship. The focal point of the campaign 
is the TV and digital sponsorship of “In 24 
Hours”, which will allow Qatar Airways to 
benefit from the scale of CNN’s TV and digi-
tal audiences.

Qatar Airways’ new brand campaign en-
capsulates the journey and its moments. The 
idea behind this global campaign is to bring 
to the forefront the interactions that come 

with travel.  
Akbar Al Baker, Qatar Airways’ Chief Ex-

ecutive Officer, said that with CNN’s travel 
programme ‘in 24 hours’ the brand feel is 
aligned with the underlying sentiment, which 
is to discover, grow and explore. 



Do you have digital PR at Xenith?
Yes, we do. Some years ago we also 

started ‘Xenith Events’. About 3 years back 
when the digital fever had just started, we 
launched ‘Xenith Digital.’ All our divisions 
have separate staff.

Since you have PR clients do you face 
any resistance from them going digital?

Most clients are open to digital PR. But 
our digital division has its own clients who 
have nothing to do with PR. Our digital divi-
sion is self-contained. 

Does digital have a future in Pakistan?
Yes, it has a future everywhere unless 

something else comes up that is totally dif-
ferent. When I started, there was no such 
thing as Facebook.

What is your take on Facebook?
I absolutely love Facebook; because I 

have connected with people I have not seen 
or heard from for twenty or thirty years. The 
only thing which I don’t like about Facebook 
is the recent trend wherein people are going 
very religious. I just cut them out. 

Please tell us your story?
I started my career in 1975 with ICI. Then 

I got an offer from Intercontinental Hotels. 
After the Hotels were taken over by the 
Hashwanis, I lost interest in working for a 
‘Seth’ so I joined Digital Communications, 
a radio paging company, as the head of 
corporate communications and personnel. 
After the company owner Mr. Saleem Khan 
was shot dead, I left. Then I joined CMC as 
a Vice President. As PR was my passion, it 
occurred to me that I no longer wanted to 
be in the job market and would rather start 
something of my own. I named my compa-
ny Xenith PR with an X and started in Octo-
ber 1999. Everything happened so fast and 
worked out smoothly, from office space to 
equipment and telephone lines to person-
nel. On November 1, we were in business. 
We had begun to get clients even before we 
started - a few  - but not enough to take 
care of the staff salaries. Once we set up 
shop, business started coming in and we 
have not looked back ever since.

Were there many PR agencies in Paki-
stan at the time you started?

There were not many but I was lucky be-
cause of my PR background and my inter-

action with so many corporate clients dur-
ing my time at the Intercontinental. People 
knew my capability, so it wasn’t so hard and 
I also knew the media, another important 
factor in PR. I used to write for Dawn and 
for Javed Ansari in the Sun. People tell me 
PR must be difficult being a woman. I be-
lieve it is up to you. I would say it has been 
a good journey.

Internationally, women dominate the PR 
industry. Why is it different in Pakistan? 

No it isn’t. There are quite a few com-
ing up, like Lotus PR and Frieha of Catalyst 
PR, but still, because of our cultural setup, 
women even today look for approval from 
their fathers, brothers and husbands. I think 
women are a bit hesitant to take risk as far 
as finances are concerned, because if you 
don’t have your own finances, you are afraid 
to use your father’s money or your brother’s 
or husband’s in case it does not work out. 
Surprisingly, the women who are slowly and 
gradually coming into PR are the ones who 
have been working and have collected some 
funds of their own. Even though there are so 
many women in different fields in Pakistan, 
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Dialogue

Zainab Ansari, Director & Chief Executive, Xenith PR, talks to Farah Iqbal.



when I started, there were hardly any Mus-
lim girls in the corporate sector. There were 
many Christian and Parsi girls but they were 
mostly secretaries or receptionists. Now 
the corporate sector is inundated with girls 
coming out with MBAs, etc. But our girls  still 
do not seem to be very profession-oriented. 
They are still not sure that after getting mar-
ried, will their husbands allow them to work 
or not? It’s very sad that after having been 
so highly educated, many female doctors, 
engineers and MBAs leave the profession 
once they get married. It is criminal. Women 
from the middle and lower middle classes 
are dominated by men. Women in the up-
per classes and even the lower classes 
have power and it trickles down to all lev-
els, otherwise, women will not be able to 
make decisions on their own. They fear it 
may spoil their married life but you can bal-
ance everything; I have balanced both my 
married and professional life and I have two 
sons, both now married with children and 
everything is great.

What kind of problems do you face as 
a PR person?

I will not call it a problem, but it’s still 
very difficult for the corporate world to un-
derstand the value of PR. I am sure CMC 
faces the same problem. We are all in the 
same boat, especially, the marketing people 
or marketing departments of organizations. 
They think of PR as advertising or part of 
advertising which it is not. Advertising is a 
totally separate thing; we can work together 
and have the same focus but both are to-
tally different areas. In advertising you pay 
for something and in PR you do not. PR 
is about giving credibility while in advertis-
ing you talk very highly about yourself. In 
their MBA courses, most universities don’t 
teach PR as it should be taught, which is 
sad. I have had discussions with so many 
principals and deans of universities in Paki-
stan and I have asked them why they did 
not have a proper course on PR, rather than 
having a small segment in the marketing 
class which just tells them what a press re-
lease is all about. PR is not just press releas-
es. The press release should be a marketing 
collateral. The copy in an advertisement is 
completely different from a press release. 
But gradually people are coming to under-
stand PR.

Don’t you think that even though mul-
tinational companies have PR agen-
cies, they are not clear on what PR is all 
about?

I have had extremely educated people 
ask me that what was it that I do in PR. So 
that is why today they should have proper 
courses on Public Relations at universities 
and it should be part of their curriculum.  
Currently, there is a Department of Commu-
nications at the Karachi University but that 
is all.

You agree that there should be a proper 
academy of Public Relations?

No, I think PR should be a part of the 
MBA curriculum. An academy would mean 
it is not a degree course. PR needs to be a 
part of a degree course like the MBA.

Since the world is rapidly becoming 
digital, do you think conventional PR will 
go out soon? 

Yes, digital is making its inroads fast. A lot 
of youth are coming up. We are a very for-
tunate country. But the older generation and 
even in my generation - I am 60 - people are 
not very comfortable with computers. They 
still like to read the actual Dawn newspaper. 
There are still those who would do not like 
logging on to the net but the world is chang-
ing fast. What will keep on going are fashion 
magazines, women-centric magazines, IT 
magazines, etc.

What are your achievements?
My first and foremost accomplishment is 

that I have got two most wonderful sons. 
Then I successfully established Xenith PR.

What are your dreams and ambitions?
I want Xenith PR to move forward and I 

want a good team of people to take it for-
ward. This is my dream, my baby that I have 
looked after for 16-plus years. I love writing, 
but usually don’t get time for it. Other than 
writing about myself, I want to write about 
my experiences, some of which were really 
wonderful, interesting and valuable.

What is your favourite book?
My all-time favourite is ‘Thorn Birds’. I 

have read this book a number of times, and 
there are other favourites as well, which 
come and go. I am reading a book online 
these days, ‘Chasing the Mirage’ by Tariq 
Fatah; it’s a very interesting book about a 

political and religious situation. There are 
many good books in my mind. Another 
book that I like has been written by a psy-
chologist and is apparently a true story. Its 
called ‘Many Lives, Many Masters’. Talking 
about films, I do like them, but as such there 
are no favourites for me. 

What do you think of the Imran-Reham 
divorce?

I think, it is crazy. Reham should act in 
a more dignified manner.  I am also not a 
fan of Imran Khan, but in this matter he has 
shown some dignity. 

What do you think about the Selfie 
craze?

Why not? it is fine because the young 
generation like to do something different. 
Now they have Selfie sticks as well, which 
are selling like hotcakes, so why not?

Do you think people care more about 
how they look these days?

I think they do. Everyone should have a 
right to take care of what is given to them by 
God. But I am not in favour of fiddling with 
nature such as Botox, etc. 

Who are your all-time heroes?
That’s the good one. In men, my hero is 

Nelson Mandela, Amongst women, I really, 
really admire Dr. Ruth Pfau. I should also 
mention Mother Teresa, another selfless 
woman. I like people who care for humanity. 
My heroes are not politicians, not film stars. 
I do like Shah Rukh Khan and Tom Cruise, 
but that’s something different and they are 
not my heroes. 

What’s the secret of your success? 
Hard work, determination and moving 

forward regardless. I am totally committed 
to whatever I do and am passionately para-
noid about it.  

Dialogue

About Zainab Ansari
A corporate image professional and public relations specialist, Zainab has a career that spans 
over 40 years. Her exposure to television, radio and the literary circles is extensive. She is also 
a writer, poet and freelance journalist. 
She established Xenith PR in affiliation with Fleishman Hillard in 1999. Earlier, in 1975, she 
had set up the PR department at ICI Pakistan and was the first woman to join its manage-
ment cadre.
She introduced the Guest Relations departments at Hotel Inter-Continentals in Karachi, La-
hore and Rawalpindi and devised a comprehensive program that was adopted by the hotel 
chain’s entire Middle Eastern division. As General Manager, Digital Radio Paging, she man-
aged personnel, coordination and corporate promotion.
She worked at CMC as Vice President PR and expanded the company’s client base while 
also managing the account service team. She has conducted training programs on Market-
ing Strategies & Analysis, Management Techniques, Public Relations, Time Management and 
Crisis Communication & Management for various companies.
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‘I want Xenith PR to move forward and 
I want a good team of people to take it 

forward. This is my dream, my baby that 
I have looked after for 16-plus years.’
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Gen. (R( Pervez Musharraf, former presi-
dent of Pakistan, recently visited the CMC 

offices in Karachi. He was received by Syed 
Jawaid Iqbal, President and CEO, CMC. 

Gen. Musharraf was accompanied by Lt. 
Gen. Tanwir Naqvi, Ambassador Atiya Mah-
mood, Brig. Akhtar Zamin and others.

He was given a detailed briefing about 
the PR services rendered by CMC. He was 
informed about how different PR functions 
are deployed to make an impact on the cli-
ent’s reputation and the more immediate crisis 
management requirements. 

Gen. Musharraf also met the editorial staff of 
Southasia and Slogan magazines. Speaking 
on the occasion, he said that he had always 
wanted to visit CMC and was happy to come 
when he got the opportunity.

Syed Jawaid Iqbal said that CMC was the 
leader in Pakistan’s PR industry and operated 
under strict guidelines and well-established 
norms laid down by Ketchum, NY, which is 
one of the world’s largest PR networks. CMC 
is Ketchum’s exclusive affiliate in Pakistan.

At the end of his visit, Gen. Musharraf and 
his team were taken around on a tour of the 
CMC offices and all staff members were in-

troduced to him. Those CMC personnel who 
handle Gen. Musharraf’s account in the media 
were also introduced to him. 

Gen. Musharraf visiting the CMC creative department.

Gen. Musharraf with CMC President and Creative staff.

Photographed with CMC PR staff

(L to R): Gen. Pervez Musharraf, Syed Jawaid Iqbal, Lt. Gen. Tanwir Naqvi and ambassador Atiya Mahmood.

Gen. Pervez Musharraf visits CMC

Event
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Fashion Pakistan Week (FPW) Winter/Festive 2015 was a grand affair. The three day event was 
held in Karachi from November 28 to 30 and featured an array of winter and festive collections 

from the country’s leading fashion designers. From Nilofer Shahid, Deepak Perwani, Umar Say-
eed to Shehla Chatoor, Nida Azwer, Huma Adnan,  Maheen Karim , Sana Safinaz, Elan, Faraz 
Manan, Zaheer Abbas were just some of the names.

FPW 15 showcased a collection of traditional and chic modern designs. The inspiration of the 
designers varied from the imperial courts of the Mughals to celebrated Rembrandt paintings to 
futuristic cutting edge looks.

Said Sanam Chaudhri, Council Chairperson, Fashion Pakistan (FP), “This year, FPW has 
grown bigger, in terms of design philosophy, to incorporate winter festivities such as wed-
dings, balls, and parties. We want to demonstrate the latest trends and innovation across a 
broad spectrum of fashion in Pakistan.” 

Traditional and Chic 
PFW 15
Traditional and Chic 
PFW 15
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The National Academy of Performing Arts (NAPA) once again enchanted the-
atre enthusiasts with its first Young Directors Theatre Festival. Presented by 

the NAPA Repertory Theatre, the 12-day festival showcased innovative ideas 
and experimental productions.

The main purpose of the festival was to provide an opportunity and a plat-
form to the graduates of Napa to present their interpretation of old and new 
plays, in a creative and original manner.

Speaking about the festival, Zain Ahmed, Director, NAPA Repertory Theatre 
said, “The festival is a space for young directors where they can perform and 
discover new ways to display their talent.

“What people have seen so far at Napa are performers perfecting their tech-
niques and learning how to perform plays; we are not focusing so much on 
what the content should be.”

The six plays featured at the festival were directed by NAPA alumni 
and the cast members of the plays consisted of NAPA students. Dur-
ing the festival’s two-week run, the plays varied in style from the clas-
sical to experimental, to the melodramatic and the modern.

The fest kicked off with the emotionally charged play ‘Khel Khel 
Mein’, based on Khalid Ahmed’s original script, followed by an adap-
tation of Vijay Tendulkar’s play ‘Sakha Ram Binder,‘ a linear narrative 
of an Indian working class man with no regard to societal and cultural 
values. ‘Time Stands Still’, the fourth play and an adaptation from the 
original play written  by Donald Margulies, explores the scars of war 
and its effects on the relationship of a journalistic couple. Then came 
murder, mayhem and intrigue with the adaptation of Shakespeare’s 
classic, ‘Here lies a noble man..’ The fifth play regaled the magical 
tales of ‘Hatim Tai’ and his fantastic quest, with the original script writ-
ten by Mirwanjee Nusserwanjee Khanjee Aaram. The festival winded 
to a close with a performance of Henrik Ibsen’s famous play ‘Ghosts’ 
that tilted more towards the experimental.   

Young Directors Captivate 

Eveant
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A void in Urdu literature
By Faizan Usmani 

The 90-year-old Jamiluddin Aali passed in 
Karachi after a heart attack. This marked 

the end of a wonderful poetic journey. 
One always needs a profound patriotic 

spirit to create such inspiring couplets and 
motivational songs that Jamiluddin Aali did. 
His writings evoked patriotism and inspired 
the nation to think of the country before any-
thing else. 

Jamiluddin Aali was a renowned poet, 
columnist and scholar. He was one of those 
people who did not write merely to satisfy their 
creative urge or to gain fame and fortune. He 
was a leading motivator for the nation at cru-
cial time such as the ‘65 war with India when 
the enemy had crossed into Pakistan. 

He wrote a number of national songs, such 
as ‘Jeevay Jeevay Pakistan,’ ‘Aye Watan Ke 
Sajeelay Jawanoo,’ ‘Jo Naam Wohi Pehchan 
Pakistan, Pakistan,’ ‘Hum Mustafavi Mus-
tafavi Hain,’ ‘Mera Paigham Pakistan,’ and 
many others.

Born in Delhi in 1925, Nawabzada Mirza 
Jamiluddin Ahmad Khan belonged to a lit-
erary family. His father Amiruddin Ahmed 
Khan was the Nawab of Loharu, a princely 
under British rule. His mother, Syeda Jamila 
Baigum, the fourth wife of Amiruddin Ahmed 

Khan, was a descendant of Khawaja Mir 
Dard, who is known as one of the greatest 
poets in Urdu. In 1944, Aali completed his BA 
in economics from the Anglo Arabic College, 
Delhi. During the partition in 1947, he migrat-
ed to Pakistan with his family. In Karachi, Aali 
started working in the Ministry of Commerce 
and then joined the Pakistan Taxation Service 
after passing the Central Superior Services 
(CSS) examination in 1951. 

From 1959 to 1963, he served as an Offi-
cer on Special Duty at the President’s House. 
He completed his LLB (Bachelor of Law) and 
FEL (Functional English Language) courses 
from the University of Karachi. The institution 
awarded him an honorary doctorate degree 
much later. 

In 1967, Aali joined the National Bank of 
Pakistan and served there for 21 years. Later, 
he served as Chairman of the Urdu Diction-
ary Board and also became a member of the 
Senate. 

Jameeluddin Aali produced rich literary 
works in prose and poetry. Comprising bal-
lads and couplets, his collections include 
‘Aye Mere Dasht-e-Sukhan,’ ‘Ghazlain Dohay 
Geet,’ ‘Jeeway Jeeway Pakistan,’ ‘La Hasil,’ 
‘Nai Kiran,’ and ‘Dohay,’ which consists of 
couplets and was published in both Urdu and 
Devanagari. A fond traveller, he visited many 

countries and wrote a series of travelogues, 
including ‘Duniya Mere Aagye’, ‘Tamasha 
Mere Aagye,’ ‘Iceland’ and ‘Hurfay.’ 

Apart from writing national songs during 
the Indo-Pakistan wars in 1965 and 1971, 
Aali wrote songs on different special occa-
sions. He created a hit song ‘Hum Maain, 
Hum Behnain, Hum Baitiyan,’ for the Interna-
tional Women’s Year in 1975 and wrote ‘Hum 
Mustafavi Mustafavi Hain’, the official song 
of the OIC Summit held in Lahore in 1974. 
In 1986, he wrote “Jo Nam Wohi Pehchan, 
Pakistan, Pakistan” at the request of the 
then Chairman of the Senate, Ghulam Ishaq 
Khan.

Aali used to write weekly columns in Jang, 
which were later published in book form, titled 
‘Sada Kar Chalay’ and ‘Dua Kar Chalay.’ 

In recognition of his lifelong literary contribu-
tions, the Pakistan government awarded him 
the ‘Pride of Performance’ in 1991 and ‘Hilal-
e-Imtiaz’ in 2004. Aali received many literary 
awards in his lifetime, including the Adamjee 
Literary Award, Dawood Literary Award, Unit-
ed Bank Literary Award, Habib Bank Literary 
Award, the Canadian Urdu Academy Award 
and the Sant Kabeer Award. 

He died on November 23, 2015 in Karachi 
after a prolonged illness, leaving a great void 
in Urdu literature.

Jamiluddin Aali

Tribute
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Can you please tell us 
about Kaymu and how it was 
initiated? 

Kaymu is an online market-
place, presently functioning in 
over 35 countries across Asia 
and Africa. Back in 2012, our 
investors APACIG realized 
the potential that a busi-
ness model like Kaymu has 
in a growing country like 
Pakistan. With a hugely un-
tapped online market, Kay-
mu was launched in March 
2013 as a buyer and seller 
focused community where, 
due to the sheer number of 
sellers on the platform, we 
could offer the best prices 
in the market to all our cus-
tomers. Since our launch 
we have created many 
new employment opportu-
nities. Directly we have over 
140 employees, but nearly 
a 1,000 sellers count Kay-
mu as their primary income 

source and a few hundred of 
those also employ dedicated 

staff.  In just two years, Kaymu 
has successfully brought onto 

its platform around 15,000 sell-
ers and built a customer base of 

over 300,000 all over Pakistan. 

What challenges did you face 
when launching the web portal?

Just like any other web portal, get-

The sky
is the limit

One-on-One

Adam Dawood, 
Managing Director and 

Co-Founder, Kaymu, 
talks to Slogan 
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One-on-One

ting the operations as smooth as possible 
and the customer experience as seamless as 
possible is the biggest challenge. 

For the buyer, the process needs to be 
extremely simple and creating that was very 
tough given that the infrastructure did not 
exist in Pakistan when we were starting out. 
We had to work very closely with our sellers 
to understand their needs and capabilities, 
streamline the process with the logistics pro-
viders to ensure an efficient dispatch and de-
livery system and monitor customer feedback 
over an extensive period of time to give such 
an immaculate experience. 

We also have to bring sellers on our plat-
form and facilitate them to a great extent. In 
the beginning, most retailers and SMEs were 
not aware of the benefits of online sales and 
did not see value in the Internet as a sales 
channel. Convincing them to sell online was 
tough initially. Another challenge was to edu-
cate them on best practices for online sales. 
However, the investment has paid off and that 
is why we are witnessing such large growth.

Was the marketing environment help-
ful?

The online space is very competitive as 
everybody is extensively using social media 
to reach out to the customer. So you have 
to really make your space by investing in cre-
ative, timely and strategically placed ads. In 
the offline space, however, the opportunities 
for marketing or connecting with customers 
is huge and it is crucial to be recognised as 
a trusted e-tailer! We did a TVC earlier this 
year becuase Kaymu is the country’s largest 
e-commerce platform and it is here to stay! 
Ever since then, we have invested heavily in 
offline activities and are constantly maintain-
ing contact with our buyers all across the 
country through various means.

What is the place for e-commerce web-
sites in Pakistan?

The retail market in Pakistan is still not 
mature, therefore e-commerce has the po-
tential to leapfrog the traditional retail sector. 
This gives online retailers a massive oppor-
tunity to grow very quickly by offering items 
in a very convenient way, from everything 
across consumables to fashion. To give you 
an example, Kaymu partnered with Delivery 
ChaCha to make deliveries in Karachi and the 
vast majority of those deliveries happened 
within 3 hours which is an amazing feat. As 
an industry, we have a long way to go, but the 
number of online stores popping up everyday 
is truly encouraging, as is the growing traffic 
on each website. As in the case of China, we 
are headed towards the e-commerce sector 
becoming a major driver of economic growth, 
as internet penetration and smart phone 
ownership continue to increase.

Are retail brands easily persuaded to go 

online? 
Brands here have recognized the potential 

of taking their business online and they are 
adapting to the e-commerce culture. You hear 
ads on the radio for designer clothes, Sana 
Safinaz, Ego, etc. They end with their web-
site URL. Mantra is a high-end fashion store, 
which does not have shops everywhere, 
but everyone from Pakistan is welcome to 
visit the website and order online. Until a few 
years ago you would have to convince them 
but now brands are more than happy to bring 
their products and services online, enhance 
their reach and expand their market share 
because they realise its an important sales 
channel that will not go away. Ecommerce 
addresses future growth concerns and is the 
fastest growing sector today. 

How would you compare on-ground re-
tail to online?

Both channels have their positive and 
negative points especially when you bring in 
price level comparisons. However, what we 
do know is that as an economy progresses, 
its value of time goes up and for your gen-
eral everyday needs, online shopping offers 
a great solution. And if you just compare the 
footfall of a middle market retail shop in an 
area in Karachi with the footfall of an online 
store, it will be a lot higher. People are mov-
ing towards online shopping and there will be 
a greater shift from visiting physical stores to 
web stores. We have so many sellers on our 
platform who have a physical outlet, but they 
also focus on selling online because with little 
or no investment the returns are exponential. 
One of our sellers shut down his physical 
store to eliminate rent and utility costs; an-
other seller from Islamabad, whose business 
is thriving, said though she has the means to 
open a store right now, she does not intend 
to do so because she caters to customresall 
over Pakistan while working from home - 
something which a physical store can’t do.

Do you find competition good for Kay-
mu? 

Kaymu does not have any direct competi-
tion, as it is the only open marketplace in the 
country, while other e-commerce players are 

either online retailer or curated marketplaces. 
In fact, many of these retailers and market-
places are also registered on our platform 
as sellers. As an industry, we are all work-
ing towards bringing more people online and 
enabling people from all over the country to 
access products and services being offered 
miles away. Every new customer acquired by 
any of the players is an addition to the online 
market as that person is now likely to try other 
e-commerce platforms as well, provided his/
her experience has been pleasant. So es-
sentially, the competition is great because to 
increase one’s market share, each player is 
actually increasing the size of the market as 
well.

Definitely. As an industry, we are only grow-
ing every day. With greater education and 
awareness, people are a lot more willing to 
go online and customer trust is developing, 
especially with the recent Black Friday expe-
rience. The industry has faced exponential 
growth in a matter of few years and the deter-
mination of players to grow further is evident.

Which other areas do you see e-com-
merce getting into besides retail shop-
ping? 

Retail shopping is one aspect of e-com-
merce but it doesn’t stop there. Airlines selling 
tickets on their website is also e-commerce. 
Anything and everything is now available 
online. From tailoring services to finding a 
plumber, hiring domestic help, ordering food 
and grocery, utility bill payment, laundry ser-
vices. Even ‘doodh patti’ (tea) can now be 
ordered online. It is all about using the value 
chain efficiently and ensuring you can provide 
what you offer. Because, really, the sky is the 
limit!

About Adam Dawood

Adam Dawood is the Managing Director 
and Co-Founder of Kaymu, Pakistan’s larg-
est online shopping community, since Au-
gust 2014. He is responsible for all opera-
tions and the team in Karachi and Lahore.  
Adam was a core member of the team that 
launched Daraz.pk. It allowed Rocket Inter-
net to bring in more e-commerce ventures 
to Pakistan. Following Daraz, Adam found-
ed DYL Ventures, a startup consultancy 
providing guidance and services to entre-
preneurs and startups.  
Adam holds an MBA from Tsinghua 
University,Beijing, nd another degree in Fi-
nance from Durham University, UK. He has 
been part of Pakistan’s tech and start-up 
culture for over 4 years.  He is the author 
of Startup Report which was published in 
2014. He also managed a weekly newslet-
ter, Tech Week, besides writing several in-
dustry articles for Tech in Asia, a tech blog.

The industry has faced 

exponential growth in a 

matter of few years and 

the determination of 

players to grow further 

is evident.
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The extremely hyper and rather eccentric South Korean pop star Psy of 
‘Gangnam Style’ fame is back, this time with an all-new music video 

oddly titled, ‘Daddy’. After the runaway success of his first single in 2012, 
which set a record of nearly 2.5 billion views online, followed by the equally 
popular ‘Gentleman’, Psy’s third single has, so far, drawn up to 500,000 
views on the music star’s official YouTube channel. It has managed to get 
people talking, thanks to its truly bizarre content which features everything 
from dancing infants to elderly men skipping through town on motor scoot-
ers, shaking their legs to the song’s beat. 

The strange subject matter of ‘Daddy’ comes as virtually no surprise to 
many; Psy has always presented himself as an immensely energetic and wacky per-
sonality whose videos seem to garner more popularity than his music. In that respect, 
‘Daddy’ earns full marks as it contains the same kind of weirdness that has the 
potential of making it viral. The viewer is treated to various ‘versions’ of Psy with his 
face superimposed on first a baby, then a schoolboy followed by a hairy ballroom 
dancer and finally several senior citizens who look as if they are in no way ready to 
kick the bucket. Due to its rather unusual content, the video is bound to elicit mixed 
reactions from music lovers. Yet, as many other music critics have pointed out, the 
bizarreness of the video is what will rake up views.

The song itself, though, leaves much to be desired as it lacks the catchy rhythm that made 
‘Gangnam Style’ an instant hit. Still, it is a bit early to jump to conclusions. What remains to be 
seen is whether this new presentation from Psy will ever take off? Only time will tell.   

And now Daddy!

FI
LM

Reviews

Spectre is the 24th film in the long-running James Bond 
series. It is the most expensive Bond film to date, at 

around $350 million and has earned over $700 million at 
the box office so far.. 

It is directed by Sam Mendes and written by Jez Butter-
worth, John Logan, Robert Wade and Neal Purvis. Daniel 
Craig, an English actor, has made his fourth appearance as 
James Bond since 2005 when he first appeared in ‘Casino 
Royale.’ Christoph Waltz, an Austrian-German actor plays 
the role of Bond’s arch-villain Blofeld. 

This time James Bond fights against the ‘Spectre,’ which is an 
international criminal gang. It was initially featured in ‘Diamonds Are 
Forever’ in 1971. 

Monica Bellucci, an Italian actress and fashion model, is the 
‘Bond girl’ Lucia Sciarra in the film. Other leading cast members 
include Léa Seydoux as Dr. Madeleine Swann, Ben Whishaw as 
Q, Naomie Harris as Eve Moneypenny, Dave Bautista as Mr. Hinx, 
Andrew Scott as Max Denbigh, Ralph Fiennes as M, Rory Kinnear 
as Bill Tanner, Jesper Christensen as Mr. White and Alessandro Cre-
mona as Marco Sciarra. 

The central story revolves around James Bond receiving a post-
humous text message left by his senior Gareth Mallory, who had 
served as the head of the British Secret Intelligence Service MI6. 
The cryptic message leads Bond to Rome and Mexico, where he 
foils a bombing plot by killing a couple of terrorists and then runs 
after Marco Sciarra, an infamous assassin, who is also killed by 
Bond during the chase. 

He attends Sciarra’s funeral and meets Lucia, the beautiful widow 
of Sciarra. Lucia informs him about a global criminal organization 
called ‘Spectre,’ to which her deceased husband belonged. Bond 
manages to get in a Spectre meeting where he shockingly comes 

across Franz Oberhauser, 
the leader of the gang, 
who was presumed to be 
dead earlier. In the ensu-
ing struggle, Bond finds 
Dr. Madeline Swann, a psychologist by profession 
and the daughter of Mr. White, who was a former member of the 
Spectre’s subsidiary organization ‘Quantum.’ 

With her help, he infiltrates into the gang and is held hostage by 
the enemy (Franz Oberhauser) who later reveals that that was his 
father who had looked after Bond throughout his childhood. Ober-
hauser says he killed his father, faked his own death, changed his 
name to Ernst Stavro Blofeld and then formed Spectre. Meanwhile, 
both Bond and Swann manage to run away and bomb the facility, 
leaving Blofeld to die in the explosion. 

Full of intrigue and thrills, Spectre is a true action film like the 
earlier Bond films. Compared to its earlier versions, the film is quite 
long, while the theme song is less stirring than the one in Skyfall. 

As repeatedly shown in the film, a superfluous romance makes 
things a bit annoying. A 50-year old ‘Bond girl’ is also less exciting 
for Bond lovers. Overall, Spectre is an entertainer in all aspects such 
as acting, cinematography, action, music and stunts.   

Gripping Spectre
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Pakistan Cables: putting safety first

Produced by Ambience Films and created by J. Walter Thompson (JWT), 
the latest Pakistan Cables television commercial takes a different ap-

proach this time as opposed to using humour as a selling point earlier on. 
The 45-second commercial opens with a woman carrying boxes into what 
appears to be her new home. As she supervises the move, she instructs 
the helpers to be careful with her things while they install fixtures and other 
electrical appliances. Plugged in appliances are shown taking up power 
via seemingly shoddy cables as the woman constantly tells members of 
the family to switch off various appliances. Eventually, she turns on the AC 
only to find that the electrical system has short circuited and caught fire. 
The commercial ends with the tag line “safety parr no compromise” (“no 
compromise on safety.”)

There are few Pakistani brands that emphasize safety and use it as a 
selling point. For this Pakistan Cables’ new commercial must be appreci-

ated. The choice of cables and electrical wiring is often 
what prevents an accident from waiting to happen. 

How many times has one heard or read about tragic 
loss of lives that occurred because of faulty wiring and 
short circuits? How many times has a building caught 
fire because the electric cables were unable to with-
stand the power load being drawn by appliances? 

Considering the situation in Pakistan where build-
ing safety is hardly a top priority, this advertisement 
makes an important point – too often, consumers 
settle for cheap, substandard products without re-

alizing that they can put lives at risk. The ad urges consumers to 
consider the value of human life by selecting a high quality product that 

minimizes the risk of injury and accident. The only downside to the 
commercial is the insufferable voiceover that lends a ‘do this, do that’ 
feel, complete with safety instructions at the end for added measure. 
Even then, it is a commendable effort.  
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By Farah Iqbal

The NAPA Young Directors Festival 
2015 concluded with an experimental 

depiction of Ibsen’s play “Ghosts”. 
This is the story of Helen Alving, a wid-

ow who is haunted by the infidelity of her 
deceased husband and by her son who 
has inherited syphilis from his philandering 
father. Written by Henrik Ibsen, “Ghosts” 
is a sarcastic denunciation of Victorian so-
ciety in which Ibsen contests the percep-
tion that in order to achieve a pure life we 
must simply give up our desires and fulfill 
our duty. 

Scandalous in its day for depicting such 
issues as free love, euthanasia, sibling 
incest, religious hypocrisy and venereal 
disease, “Ghosts” remains to this day an 
intense psychological drama and sharp 
social criticism. The first performance of 
the play at the Aurora Turner Hall in Chi-
cago was titled ‘Ghosts.’ However the 
translation by William Archer of the origi-
nal Norwegian play-title   “Gengangere” 
to “Ghosts” was disliked by Ibsen, as the 
accurate translation would be “The Rev-
enants”, which literally means “The Ones 
who Return”.

Directed for the NAPA drama festival by 
Kashif Hussain, the play begins with a dra-
matic yet melancholy scene where Helene 
Alving (Muzaina Malik) waits for the return 
of her son, Oswald Alving (played by Ka-
shif Hussain himself), as pallbearers bring 
in his body, surrounded by serene dark 
figures holding candelabras and drape his 
lifeless body across Helene’s lap. The mel-
ancholic mood is further emphasized with 

the help of subdued lights 
and soulful music.

Muzaina Malik delivers 
a satisfactory performance 
as Helene, tormented by 
the ghosts of her past. 
She’s not the only victim, 
as it’s soon revealed that 
her son Oswald (Kashif 
Hussain), newly returned 
home after years of pur-
suing a career as an artist 
in Paris, is suffering from 
syphilis, passed on to him by his promis-
cuous father. Another victim in the story 
is Helene’s maid Regina Engstrand (Erum 
Bashir), to whom Oswald is romantically 
attracted and who, we later learn, is actu-
ally his half-sister.

Although Kashif Hussain dominates the 
play with the effortless and moving depic-
tion of the physically ravaged son, Muzai-
na Malik as Helen conveys deep sorrow 
tinged with doses of sarcastic humour. 
Farhan Alam perfectly embodies the char-
acter of Pastor Manders and Erum Bashir 
is vibrant as the maid who finds her illu-
sions shattered. Masood Rehman makes 
a dramatic impression as Regina’s carpen-
ter father, forced to face his past demons. 

Kashif’s adaptation of Ibsen’s master-
piece is surreal and arresting. What makes 
it interesting and different is the application 
of unconventional experiments featuring 
body movements based on the ‘Laban 
Movement Analysis,’ that Kashif recently 
studied at the University of Texas.  The de-
piction of strong emotions and ambiance 
through rhythm and movement is appeal-

ing. The juxtaposing of dialogue with the 
movements is aptly done. The play of light 
and sound, portraying Oswald’s struggle 
with his disease and the emotional battle 
of being torn between his love and his 
mother is beautifully performed.

However, Kashif Hussain needs to fur-
ther strengthen his directorial abilities and 
choreography, as at some points during 
the play, the movements of the apparent 
apparitions come across as confusing and 
senseless, like zombies walking around 
with no purpose.

All in all, the entire ensemble delivers 
commendable performances and Kashif 
Hussain does an incredible job in bringing 
the characters of “Ghosts” to life.  

Ghosts - Interesting and 
Unconventional
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Couture 
for Her

Tabassum Mughal,
a leading designer, has 
helped redefine haute 

couture.
She is currently riding 

the tides of success 
and showing no signs of 

slowing down

Hues of pink, maroon and blue em-
bellished with the most intricate 

designs that carry the Mughal signature 
are currently adorning runways not only 
in Pakistan but also in the UK, U.S., the 
UAE and even Norway. By displaying her 
creativity through such platforms, fashion 
designerTabassum Mughal, the creator of 
these designs, is surely making a fashion 
statement for Pakistan.

She has a Bachelor’s degree in busi-
ness administration and a diploma in fash-
ion design and has successfully carved 
her niche in the world of fashion, adding 
her name to the list of talented Pakistani 
designers who have provided the impe-
tus to drive the industry forward.

From eastern to western wear, casual 
to formal, bridal trousseaus to fusion and 
sometimes an amalgam of styles, Tabas-
sum Mughal provides her customers 
with unique designs, meeting their pref-
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erences and also adhering to fashion trends 
that are both current and cutting-edge. Her 
most recent collection, Aswad, is focused 
on the needs of people living in the Middle 
East. It is a step away from her usual cre-
ations and explores the abaya, a clothing 
that women wear in the region. Those inter-
ested in wearing elegantly designed abayas 
with hand-crafted stones, crystals and other 
ornaments have so far found the collection 
highly appealing. This represents another 
frontier conquered by the gifted designer.

“Everyone is unique and being able to 
understand each person’s individual style 
and what they can carry with elegance, is 
the key for any designer,” says Mughal. “I 
believe everyone should wear something 
that complements their personality and 
figure and not wear it just because it’s ‘in 
fashion’.” 

Her entry into the fashion industry can 
hardly be described as an accident. With her 
friends and family as her first few custom-
ers, Tabassum Mughal soon began to grasp 
the possibility that her talent had a future. 
“I started designing clothes for my friends 
and family years before I actually took this 
up as a serious profession,” she reminisces. 
“Everyone would love my creations and this 
ultimately helped me realise and discover 
my talent.” This realisation is what led her to 
launch her label, Tabassum Mughal Haute 
Couture in 2009, through her personal bou-
tique located in her backyard. Now having 
been in the industry for nearly four years and 
having had the opportunity to showcase her 
designs via major fashion events such as 
Bridal Couture and Pakistan Fashion Week, 
Tabassum Mughal credits her creations to 
her inclination to be inspired. “Anything can 
inspire me — be it a piece of architecture, 
a certain scenery or image, an interesting 
piece of jewellery or even different cultures,” 
she says. “When we are inspired and moti-

vated to do something, we need to flaunt it 
in front of the world. Our high-end creations, 
our creativity and our distinctive styles need 
to be showcased.”

However, she is quick to dispel any mis-
conceptions anyone may have regarding the 
nitty gritty of the entire process. “Glamour is 
an integral part of fashion and it is what peo-
ple want to see,” she says. “However, what 
goes on behind all that is a lot of hard work, 
determination and effort to attract the atten-
tion of customers. The fashion industry was 
initially plagued by total unprofessionalism. 

Things weren’t taken seriously, resulting in 
conflicts, which ultimately caused the end 
product to suffer.” Add to that an unstable 
political situation combined with rising costs 
of infrastructure and raw material and dete-
riorating law and order conditions and you 
had a melting pot of uncertainties and risks. 
“Social and political conditions here put ob-
stacles in the way of successful business,” 
she explains. “The cost of producing a good 
quality garment has become very high due 
to rise in the cost of both raw material and 
labour. It can be challenging but, for the 
most part, it is a great learning experience.”

Tabassum feels that Pakistan has come a 
long way in terms of fashion and designers 
such as Maheen Khan, Rizwan Beyg, HSY 
and Sana Safinaz have the capability to take 
the fashion industry to new heights. “Our 
fashion industry has evolved remarkably 
and has made its place in the international 
market. And for that, I feel very proud”, she 
claims. With another collection titled R2W 
that includes ready-to-wear casuals, office 
and party wear and which targets young 
millennials in the UAE, is soon to be made 
available, Tabassum has high hopes for her 
label’s success. “Currently, the label is ca-
tering to a niche segment but I have future 
plans to expand and cater to the masses 
as fashion is ultimately for everyone,” she 
says. 

To aspiring fashion designers looking to 
make a start in the business, Tabassum 
stresses on the need to maintain one’s con-
fidence and believe in one’s abilities in order 
to hope for any success. “Believing in your-
self and in what you are doing and the as-
sertiveness to deliver are essentials as this 
industry is very competitive. You need to be 
prepared for everything and giving a distinct 
edge to your work is one way you can rise 
above your rivals.”   

– Mahrukh Farooq
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Corporate Moves

Imran Afzal has been appointed Chief Executive Officer 
at J. Walter Thompson, Pakistan.

Nisar Muhammad has been appointed Chairman of the 
Federal Board of Revenue (FBR).

Ian Majewski has joined Orient Universal McCann 
Pakistan as Head of Media Operations. 

Muhammad Usama Ghazi has joined Geo News as 
anchor.

Huma Amir Shah has joined Geo News as 
anchorperson.

Dr. Murtaza Mughal has been appointed in-charge of 
public relations at FPCCI.

Mohammed Azizul Haq has been appointed Chief 
Executive Officer at GlaxoSmithKline, Pakistan. 

Maryam Baqir has been appointed as Deputy General 
Manager, Public Affairs at PIA. 

Reham Khan has joined Neo TV as anchorperson. 

Waqar Zaka has joined Play Entertainment as Executive 
Director.

Ayesha Omar has become brand ambassador
of Haier mobile. 

Stephanie Miller has been appointed as account 
executive at MP&A Digital & Advertising, USA.

New Appointments

Client   Advertising Agency                                       

Almas Collection Jewellers Bond Advertising
Zameen Media Brainchild Communications
Standard Textile Mills Brainchild Communications
Mohkam Enterprises Crosscheck Communications
The Park Developers Hayder Ali Communications
i2 Paksitan (Pvt.) Ltd Oktopus360 Media
Origins Oktopus360 Media
Origins Kids Oktopus360 Media
Digicom Trading Orient Communications  
 ( for Q Mobile & other Products )
Maskatiya Food Industries The Brand Partnership  
 ( for brands Shashka and Farmaish )
Sahir Media TNI Communications  
 (for See TV)
Three Star Construction Company TNI Communications  
 ( for Lucky Shanghai Trade Centre )

Change Of Agency
Client New Advtg Agency Outgoing Agency
Federal Public Service Orient Communications  M Communications  
Commission for Consolidated Advertisements  
 of the Commission, Tender Notices/  
 Recuitment of Ministerial Staff,   
 Public Notices for Exams
Naya Tel No new agency appointed Channel 7 Communications
Primus Investment Management No new agency appointed Marketing & Advertising

 
Additional Appointments

Client Agency
State Life Insurance Corp Spectrum Communication 
  for three payment plan, Sada Bahar  
  Plan, Bonus Announcement, Special  
  Events, Notices of other Departments /  
  Divisions (Tender, Situation Vacant  
  other than Marketing Force), Public ,  
  Pre-Qualification, Final Show Cause,
  Termination and Corrigendum.
  The Brand Partnership
  for Child Education and Marriage Plan,
  Sunehri Polcy, Image Buidling of State  
  Life / Testimonial Advertising, Recognition  
  Ads / Recognition of Area Managers and
  Business Achievement / Performance
  Manahattan International
  for Revival of Policies, Endowment Plan  
  and Whole Life Plan, Institutional Adver 
  tising (Bancassurance, Health Insurance,  
  Takaful), Ads related to National and  
  International Days, Public Service and  
  Holidays Ads and Rural Policies & N.D.  
  Scheme.
  Wahedna D’ Arcy 
  for Jeevan Saathi Plan, Group Insurance,  
  Recruitment of Marketing Force, Shehnai  
  Policy and Annual Reports.

Source: All Pakistan Newspapers Society (APNS)






